The following areas will be affected the greatest:

- Emergency Department
- McClure Level 3 / ACC WP Level 3

SPECIAL NOTES:

- Click here to watch our progress via the webcam.
- On 10/23/18 the new Emergency Department Entrance will open, and the Temporary Emergency Department will be decommissioned. All EMS and other ED traffic will utilize entrances and parking located at the underside of the Miller Building.

SCHEDULED SHUTDOWNS:

- None at this time

SPECIAL INSPECTIONS:

- Thru-penetration & partition firestopping.
- In-Wall inspections prior to wall close up.
- Above Ceiling inspections prior to ceiling pad out.

KEY MILESTONES:

- Turnover Underside of Miller Building – 10/23/18

**General Construction Activities**

MILLER BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SITE

- Construction vehicles will be using the old ED entrance driveway and ED access will utilize the new site road. A dedicated gatekeeper will be present M-F 7 AM to 4 PM to assist vehicles, EMS staff and pedestrians at this intersection. Deliveries for the south side of the project will be utilizing the ED access road and entering the south end of construction site. Two-way radio communication will be maintained between the gatekeepers so that access priority can be granted to ED traffic.
- Finish activities will continue at the Emergency Department Vestibule, EMT Office and at the underside of the Miller Building to prepare for the 10/23/18 turnover.
- Interiors of Miller Building will have multiple finish operations ongoing such as MEP trim, installation of millwork, flooring, wall protection and paint.
IMPACT NOTIFICATION PLAN #65
(10/14/2018 – 11/3/2018)

RENOVATION – ACC WP/MCCLURE:

- **Emergency Department** – Construction barriers in the Emergency Department will be removed upon completion of the ED entrance Vestibule and North Connector Tie in at Corridor 1C8.
- **West Pavilion 2** – no work scheduled
- **West Pavilion 3** – Miscellaneous finish work remains in the WP3 South Corridor, Periop Corridor and Periop Offices. These construction activities are based on final coordination and procurement of replacement products.
- **McClure 3** – Fit-out of the Radiology Office and Storage area is nearing completion. Upon turnover and occupancy, the current Radiology area will go under construction.

SEE BELOW FOR MORE DETAIL ON THE ABOVE-MENTIONED ACTIVITIES

The following terms will be used in this Impact Notification to convey the level at which noise and vibrations will be occurring due to work being performed. This is an approximation and cannot predict exactly what tools, work, or unexpected conditions may create more or less disturbance than what is listed on this schedule.

**Slight/Minor**: The use of hammers, screw guns, small power tools, non-impacting large equipment such as trucks, man lifts, etc.

**Moderate**: Work involving hammer drills, coring drills, sawcutting, impact hammers, large equipment such as concrete pumps/trucks, excavators, bulldozers, plate compactors, etc.

**Heavy**: Vibratory compactors & rollers, dump trucks, demolition work, pile drilling/driving, cranes, jack hammers, etc. Depending on the proximity to these activities, major vibrations and noise will be present.

**Detailed Construction Activity Expected**

- **McClure / Skybridge**:
  - Aerial lifts will be in operation at the north end of the site for installation of the exterior Skybridge expansion joints.
    - **Slight/Minor intermittent noise can be expected when lifts are in use and envelope activities are ongoing.**
  - Finish work will continue at the interior of Levels 3 & 4, including: installation of ceiling grid, MEP trim, expansion joints and paint.
  - Sitework activities under the Skybridge and to the North of Miller are ongoing, including: grading and installation of sidewalks, curbs, site lighting, etc.
    - **Slight to Moderate intermittent noise can be expected as excavation work continues.**

- **Miller Building**:
  - Site finishes at the underside and to the Southwest of Miller are nearing completion.
  - Finish work at the ED entrance vestibule and ED waiting area storefront are wrapping up to allow for cleaning.
  - Within the Miller Building, remaining above ceiling MEP rough in, labeling and tagging will continue. Testing of complete systems is ongoing.
  - Interior Finishes such as painting, ceiling grid installation, wall protection, millwork, resilient flooring and ceramic tile is ongoing.
  - Installation of Bathroom Accessories, OFCI Items and Window treatments are ongoing and continuing up the building.
  - Interior MEP finishes, and trim out are ongoing such as light fixture installation, fire alarm device installation, chilled beam / radiant heating panel install.
IMPACT NOTIFICATION PLAN #65
(10/14/2018 – 11/3/2018)

• ACC West Pavilion/McClure Level 3 Renovations
  o Fit-out of the new Radiology Office and Radiology Storage is nearing completion, remaining activities include miscellaneous finish work and final cleaning. Projected turnover is the weekend of 10/20 - 10/21.
  o After occupancy of the new Radiology areas, the existing area will go under construction. Upon erection of containment, demolition activities will begin to allow for fit-out of the new space.
    ▪ Slight noise and vibration can be expected during demolition and interior rough in. Activities causing impacts will be performed off hours and coordinated with staff.

• Emergency Department
  o Construction barriers in the Emergency Department will be removed upon completion of the ED entrance Vestibule and North Connector Tie in at Corridor 1C8.
  o On 10/23/18, the access road to the ED will be reconfigured to allow EMS and other ED traffic to use the new ED entrances and parking area at the underside of Miller. Additional flaggers will be onsite to aid in directing the flow of traffic.
  o Upon turnover of the underside of Miller, containment within the ED will be modified to prepare for decommissioning of the temporary ED.

Two Week Look Ahead Schedule – see next pages

If you have any questions or concerns about the work planned do not hesitate to contact Dave Keelty at (802) 847-8443. To report immediate concerns contact UVM Medical Center Security Department at (802) 847-2812